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Foreword

Mr Mayank Parekh
Chief Executive Officer, IHRP
2020 has been a tumultuous year of upheavals —for employees, families,
companies, and countries. A global pandemic has resulted in jobs and
workplaces everywhere disrupted. However, a window of opportunity exists
for organisations, leaders, and employees to leverage a sense of urgency
and make meaningful improvements to their business model and
organisation culture. The pandemic has profoundly impacted the way work is
carried out, and it is unlikely things will go back to Business-as-Usual postpandemic. And that includes HR practices.
HR will therefore have to continually find new ways to do things in this VUCA
environment. The rise in new technologies over the recent times allow us to
work in more efficient and powerful ways. Organisations must focus on the
critical task of integrating technology, achieving an optimal man-machine
combination to support a thriving culture from day-to-day employee
experiences. We see clearly how much organisational cultures depend on
transparency, leadership, and valuing people.
This Whitepaper explores the extent to which companies that have prioritised
their employees and embraced new technology, interconnectedness, and
enlightened leadership that empowers, have in general been able to adapt
and survive better than those that did not. The objective is to cultivate more
thought-leadership for Business Leaders and HR Community to build agile
and resilient organisations that unlocks their Human Capital advantage.
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Foreword

Mr Tonny Loh
Senior Client Partner, Korn Ferry
The enduring question that all business leaders are asking as we accelerate
through this crisis, is how organisations can become faster, more productive,
and more responsive. What does it really mean to be agile and resilient? And
how can organisations instil specific leadership and human capital practices
to transform for future success?
Many organisations are racing to become agile. Research suggests that
agile practices can have a powerful impact on the bottom line. With
disruption now the norm, future success depends on the ability to
continuously adapt and change. There’s no set-and-forget solution;
organisations must transform into flexible networks designed to act with agility
and speed. This could mean dismantling the complex, matrixed structures
built on hierarchical decision-making power and static teams to exploit
efficiencies. This could also require renewed leadership mindset, traits, and
skillsets for an organisation to strive.
With these questions in mind, we engaged a group of
through strategic interviews and surveys; to help distil the
contributes to agile and resilient organisations. Does size
comes to agility and resilience? What are the leadership
promote agility in times of crisis?

business owners
ingredients that
matter when it
traits that helps

We hope that our findings will help business leaders, human resource
professionals and individuals to invest more effectively in organisational
development, in order to achieve sustainable growth.
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Idea in Brief
Covid-19 has provided the strongest proof that in a world of ‘fat tails’ –
unpredictable events that take place far more frequently than thought statistically
probable – our prior obsession with efficiency and short-term profit has created
organisations with existential vulnerabilities. An alternate paradigm has finally
gained prominence, that is, to survive in the infinite game of business, companies
must shift their focus to pursuing agility and sustainable performance to outlast
rivals.
Organisations that are handling the crisis better and even emerging stronger postpandemic appeared to have entered the challenge from more favourable
positions compared to less agile counterparts. We attribute this to consistent
investments in leadership and specific human capital areas. In other words, while
leadership proved critical in such situations, prior structural investments gave them
something to work with. These efforts, while very much accelerated under the
pressures of early crisis response, were mostly part of an ongoing march towards an
unending transformation agenda to build up capabilities for improving how they
operate in a world of constant disruption.

W

hen our team first met to discuss
the research topic for the whitepaper,
we were operating in a preCovid world of hyper growth and
hyper connectivity. We wanted our
study to uncover the illusive human
capital
links
to
high-performing
organisations.
We observed that while many types of
corporate cultures and human capital
implementations existed, it appeared
that companies with more progressive
ideologies were indeed performing
better – in the long run.
Paradoxically, high-growth companies
with destructive corporate cultures like
Uber, existed everywhere. Yet, it
became clear in a very public way,
that
eventually
stratospheric
performance cannot outrun bad
people practices.
However, studying the factors leading
to organisations imploding isn’t as
interesting (though important) as
uncovering those that drive greater
performance – at least if we wanted to

stay relevant to the preoccupations of
the business audience of the time.
Sustainable performance was an
inconvenient concept that meant
slowing down.
When Covid-19 erupted, organisations
were plunged into such uncertainty it
was hard for many to know whether
they would emerge intact. This
included businesses that had been
operating successfully with deep
resources, for many generations. The
growth and performance agenda was
certainly still there, but far from the top
concern of survivability.
Just
four
months
into
Singapore’s
Covid-19 crisis, we
reached out to several business leaders
to find out what tactical responses had
worked for them so that we could distil
valuable lessons to other business
leaders in real-time, when they needed
it most. Even then, many leaders’
concerns were already shifting from
whether we can survive, to how do we
emerge stronger.
Our research topic began to write itself.
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Introduction
As the situation in Singapore stabilises,
leaders are now asking, given what we
know today, how can we de-risk our
strategies and rethink the way we build
and run our businesses? Leaders are
now more receptive to learning new
ways to build better organisations for a
world fraught with constant disruption.
What better opportunity to learn what
type of companies fare better under
disruptive situations than to study the
extreme scenario created by the
pandemic.
While
we
ourselves
were being disrupted, we mobilised our
team to pivot our hypothesis, research
design and outreach efforts in order to
glean whatever lessons we could from
this opportunity.
The great cost in lives that prematurely
ended, economic destruction and
human suffering is not lost on the team.
It is our sincere hope that our findings
can contribute to the greater body of
work that is growing on how we can
better prepare companies better for
the next “big one”.
Singapore’s Covid-19 Event
Timeline
 Covid-19 pandemic arrived in
Singapore January 23, 2020.
 Singapore’s Circuit Breaker
measures began April 7, 2020.
 Three phases of planned
reopening were announced,
namely “Safe Reopening”
(phase 1), “Safe Transition”
(phase 2) and finally “Safe
Nation” (phase 3).
 Phase 1 started on June 2,
Phase 2 started June 19 and
remains in force as of October
2020. Phase 3 will last until an
effective treatment or vaccine
is found to stop the spread of
Covid-19.

The Methodology Explained
The research was conducted in two
main stages, between April and
September
2020,
capturing
organisational
perspectives
and
responses to the pandemic at its
different phases:
 Research Stage 1 (April to May)
comprised
qualitative
data
compiled from 7 in-depth interviews
with CEOs, business owners and
CHROs of MNC and local companies
operating in Singapore from a mix of
industries. We developed caselets to
summarise the interview lessons and
used these as input for the design of
our
hypothesis
and
survey
questionnaire in Stage 2. Further
information about the interviews can
be found in the Appendix (Section
A).
 Research Stage 2 (September)
comprised
quantitative
data
collected through a public survey. A
total of 65 organisations across sizes
and industries responded. Further
information about the survey can be
found in the Appendix (Section B).
Thereafter, we proceeded with the
analysis of the collected survey data.
We
also
had
access
to
the
anonymised historical human capital
maturity data residing in IHRP’s national
database of over 950 organisations
that have taken the Human Capital
Diagnostic Tool (HCDT) assessment.
Further information about HCDT and
the profile of organisations in this
additional dataset can be found in the
Appendix (Section D).
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Hypothesis
Why Agile Organisations?
We’ve known before the crisis that
organisations that incorporate agile
methods can improve corporate
performance
reaping
substantial
benefits such as higher employee
productivity, team morale, faster time
to market and better-quality offerings
win
comparison
to
traditional
approaches (Rigby, Sutherland &
Noble, 2018).
New research suggests that agile
transformation can have a 20-30%
impact on the bottom line1.
With the crisis, companies under duress
also
started,
many
perhaps
unknowingly, to incorporate agile
practices into their responses. This was
not certain to the team at the onset.

These findings also informed the design
of the survey questionnaire which put
to test three hypotheses:
1. Companies with organisational and
workforce
capabilities
that
emphasise agility (speed and
flexibility)
can
respond
more
effectively to crisis situations.
2. Companies with organisational and
workforce agility do so through
consistent investments in specific
business and human capital areas
(in and out of times of crisis).
3. Critical leadership traits can be
helpful for agile organisations to
accelerate out of a crisis stronger
and/or
faster
than
their
competition.

In Research Stage 1, we conducted
interviews with leaders to study what
these leaders did to positively impact
their ability to respond in the early
stages of the pandemic when the
situation was highly ambiguous and
chaotic. We themed and analysed the
qualitative data for guiding Research
Stage 2.
Companies that participated in Stage 1 In-depth Interviews

*The seventh, a multinational company in the Insurance industry, has chosen to remain anonymous
1

Ludol, J., Aghina, W., & Handscomb, C. (2020, March 20). Enterprise agility: Buzz or business impact? Retrieved from McKinsey & Co:
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/enterprise-agility-buzz-or-business-impact
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Stage 1 Key Findings
Defining Agility
From the in-depth Stage 1 interviews
(See Appendix A for case write-ups),
we were able to identify six dimensions
of agile practices by these companies:
1. Multi-disciplinary (including crossfunctional) teams*
2. Adaptive scenario planning and
consistently reviewed work plans*
3. Engage and co-create with
customers to gather user
perspectives*
4. Communicate frequently*
5. Maintain a diverse workforce profile
(local / foreign)
6. Experiment by creating working
prototypes to test product / service
innovation ideas*

Five of these dimensions (marked by
Asterix) coincide with the definitions in
a whitepaper by Korn Ferry on Job
Evaluation and Organisational Agility
(see model excerpt below). The sixth
dimension is an adaptation to
Singapore’s local context which
became relevant with the closure of
borders and dormitory lockdowns
restricting access to foreign workers
during the pandemic. This would affect
companies with dependencies on
foreign labour and be interesting to
understand its impact on agility.
We would then be able to survey
companies to see how “agile” they are
through these dimensions in an
objective
way
and
compare
companies of different agilities.

Figure 1
Important points in organisational agility2
This diagram shows some fundamental principles of organisational agility.
Focus

Co-Makership*

 Focus on limited number of
projects at once, allowing
for contact speed of delivery

 Include the client in the
process to reduce the
number of relays

Culture of Collaboration

Multi-disciplinary Teams*

 Leadership reinforcing
collaboration

 Specialists working together
so that the process is more
efficient

Adaptive Planning*

Agile

 Teams organise and
prioritise themselves

2

Decision Simplicity
 Allow individual contributors
to be part of the decision
process

Trial and Error*

Frequent Communication*

Shared Purpose

 Continuous feedback
loops, risk-taking

 Stand-up meetings, flex
spots, kanban boards

 Give direction to people
who can make more
decisions

Korn Ferry. (2017, September). Job evaluation and organisational agility.
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Stage 1 Key Findings
Defining
Leadership
Behaviours

Traits

and

What type of leadership mattered
during a crisis? From the in-depth Stage
1 interviews, we were able to identify
eight leadership traits and behaviours
as reportedly displayed by the leaders
of these companies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Composure under crisis
Decisiveness in ambiguity
Humility and empathy
Instilling trust
Greater collaboration with
employees and partners
6. Balance short-and long-term
priorities
7. Greater engagement with
customers
8. Data-driven decisions
This would allow us to understand the
demonstration of these leadership traits
and behaviours and their correlation to
organisational agility.

Defining Human Capital Areas
To understand which areas of human
capital made a difference to these
organisations in their response to a
crisis, we looked to Singapore’s
national organisational Human Capital
Diagnostic Tool (HCDT) which has 11
process areas defined.
While it would have been optimal to
determine the maturity of each of
these human capital processes using
the HCDT model, an actual assessment
would have been impractical for
survey participants in terms of time and
effort.
We were eager to understand both the
areas companies had invested in prior
to the crisis (to determine their state of
“preparedness”) and the areas they
would invest in having the wisdom of
hindsight
to
upgrade
their
organisational capabilities to respond
better in a future crisis.

11 Human Capital Process Areas as Assessed with the National HCDT

Operational HR

Strategic HR

•HR Operations and Technology
•Performance Management
•Compensation and Benefits
•Employee Engagement and
Communications
•Talent Attraction

•Learning and Development
•Strategic Workforce Planning
•Organisation Culture
•Talent Management and
Succession Planning
•Employee Value Proposition
•Internationalisation
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Stage 2 Survey Demographics
Figure 2

9%

101 - 200

Total number of respondents

9%

201 - 500

Respondent breakdown by employee size

Figure 3
Less than S$1 million

9%

S$1 million - S$10 million

29%

S$10 million - S$100 million

26%

More than S$100 million
Prefer not to disclose

25%
11%

Respondent breakdown by revenue size

Figure 4
Industry
ICT and Media
Other
Professional Services
General Manufacturing
Financial Services
Construction
Healthcare
Food Services
Energy & Chemicals
Wholesale Trade
Retail
Precision Engineering
Marine & Offshore
Electronics
Office Administrative, Office Support and Other Business Support Activities
Logistics
Hotels
Food Manufacturing
Environmental Services
Education
Respondent breakdown by industry

17%
15%
9%
8%
8%
6%
5%
5%
5%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
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Stage 2 Comparison Groups
Figure 5

Average Agility Score of 6
Dimensions

5.00

High Agility
N =25

4.00

P70

Moderate Agility
N = 25

P30

3.00
2.00

Low Agility
N = 15

1.00
0.00

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Serial Number of Organisations

Resilience Survey Respondent Organisations Across the Agility Spectrum

Defining Agility as a Spectrum
In addition to asking respondents to
rate themselves on how well they
responded to the crisis with speed as
compared with peers in their industry
(one proxy of agility based on a
perceived desired outcome), they also
rated themselves on 6 dimensions of
agility. Respondents were then ranked
based on their average scores across
the 6 dimensions.

Profile Analysis
Which
Industries
Agility?

Companies that fell in the lower
30th percentile were termed as Low
Agility, those that fell in the top
70th percentile were termed as High
Agility. All other companies in between
were categorised as Moderate Agility.
In total, there were 15 companies of
Low Agility, 25 companies of Moderate
Agility and 25 companies of High Agility
by this categorisation.

comes to organisational agility.
indicated

more

Across the top 5 industries represented
in the survey, there were more
companies in ICT and Media, and
Financial Services that were classified
as having Moderate or High Agility.
Does size matter when it comes to
Agility?
There was no meaningful pattern of
agility across companies by employee
size or revenue size. In other words, size
itself does not appear to matter when it

This is synonymous to a HBR study3
conducted in 2018 of hundreds of
organisations embracing agility –
including small firms that run the entire
company with agile methods; larger
companies like Spotify and Netflix, were
born agile and have become more so
as they’ve grown; and companies like
Amazon and USAA (the financial
services company for the military
community), are making the transition
from
traditional
hierarchies
to
becoming more agile. The finding is
clear – size does not matter when it
comes to practicing agility.

3Noble, A., Sutherland, J., & Rigby, D. K. (2018, May - June). Agile at Scale. Retrieved from Harvard Business Review:
https://hbr.org/2018/05/agile-at-scale
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Stage 2 Comparison Groups
Figure 6: Agility Analysis of Respondents by Demographic Profile
By Top 5 Industries
16%
20%

12%

4%

4%

4%

12%

13%

13%

ICT and Media

Professional
Services

8%
4%
7%

16%

7%
General
Manufacturing

Financial
Services

Construction

By Employee Size
28%

24%

16%
12%

8%

24%

16%
20%

33%

13%

1 – 30

31 – 50

51 – 100

36%

8%
8%

16%

13%

4%
7%

13%

101 – 200

201 – 500

>1000

By Revenue Size

24%
28%

24%
32%
8%
8%
13%
Less than S$1
million
Legend:

24%

28%
16%
20%

8%
7%

S$1 million –
S$10 million

S$10 million –
S$100 million

Low Agility

33%

27%

More than
S$100 million

Moderate Agility

Prefer not to
disclose

High Agility

3Noble, A., Sutherland, J., & Rigby, D. K. (2018, May - June). Agile at Scale. Retrieved from Harvard Business Review:
https://hbr.org/2018/05/agile-at-scale

Stage 2 Responding to the Crisis
Generally, companies who were more
agile were more likely to respond swiftly
and successfully to the crisis.

experimentation and risk-taking.

With Speed

72% of Moderate and High Agility
respondents agreed that they built new
skills beyond their core capabilities. This
indicates a level of openness and
ability to learn in real-time to respond
appropriately to the crisis. Intuitively, it
makes sense that agile companies
need to constantly learn and leverage
this culture to “learn their way out” of a
crisis
because
the
game
has
fundamentally changed.

82% of Moderate and High Agility
respondents
agreed
that
they
responded with speed.
With
Innovative
approaches

and

creative

100% of companies with High Agility
respondents
agreed
that
they
successfully used innovative and
creative approaches to respond to the
crisis. This indicates some level of

With Learning new skills outside of core
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Stage 2 Responding to the Crisis
Figure 7: Self-rated scores on how companies responded to the crisis
Responses based on how well they responded to the crisis with speed
Moderate Agility

Low Agility

P30 and below

13%
40%

High Agility

P70 and above

12%

24%
(N=25)

(N=15)
47%

(N=25)

76%

88%
Q: We responded to the crisis with speed.

Responses based on the extent they successfully used innovative and creative approaches /
technologies
Moderate Agility

Low Agility

P30 and below

13%

4%
20%

(N=15)

20%

(N=25)

67%

High Agility

P70 and above

(N=25)

76%

100%
Q: We built new successfully used innovative
and creative approaches / technologies.

Responses based on the extent they built new skills beyond their core capabilities (e.g. digital
marketing)
Low Agility

Moderate Agility

P30 and below

High Agility
P70 and above

8%

4% 12%

33%

40%

(N=15)
60%

(N=25)

(N=25)

84%

27%

Q: We built new skills beyond our core
capabilities (e.g. digital marketing).

Legend:
Disagree

32%

Neutral

Agree

Stage 2 Key Findings on HC Areas
Which human capital investments
made in the last 5 years contributed to
a better response to the Covid-19
crisis?
As compared with Low Agility
companies, more companies with High
Agility invested in:
 Transparent & Outcome-Based
Performance Management
Processes (44% vs. 20%)
 Competitive & Equitable
Compensation (36% vs. 13%)
 Strong Employee Proposition
(32% vs 7%)
 Next Generation Leadership
(32% vs. 7%)
 Career Pathways for Employee
Growth (28% vs. 7%)
We also observed that more High
Agility companies overall invested
across the spectrum of human capital
areas. This is not an indication of dollar
investment but that they had invested
in more areas during the last 5 years.
This is aligned to what we observed
from
Stage
1
Business
Leader
Interviews. When asked about what HR
intervention paid most dividends in
times of Covid, Ryan Chioh, CEO of
FarEastFlora.com shared:

“We
had
to
revamp
our
performance
appraisal
and
feedback process five years ago, to
be more transparent and outcome
based, aligned to our culture and
desired behaviours. People are
more motivated to put in the work
because they know it has direct
correlation to the rewards system.”

Ryan Chioh,
CEO of FarEastFlora.com
“In the first quarter of the year, even
as
the
pandemic
negatively
impacted many businesses, UPS
pushed forward with a salary
increment for our employees in Asia
Pacific. This was one of the many
ways we showed appreciation for
our people and gave recognition
for
their
hard
work
and
determination.”

Tanie Eio,
Vice President, Human Resources,
UPS Asia Pacific
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Stage 2 Key Findings on HC Areas
With the wisdom of hindsight, which
human capital areas did companies
indicate they will invest for the future?
A higher percentage of High Agility
companies have chosen to focus on:
 Employee Value Proposition
 Career Pathways for Employee
Growth
 Global and Regional Mobility for
Talent
Low Agility companies, indicated
placing higher emphasis on:
 Training and Development
 Tech for HR Process Efficiency

We can see that High Agility and Low
Agility companies made different
human capital investment choices.
However, we are unsure as to whether
these indicate different needs for
different agility levels (e.g. needing to
level up before working on “higher
order” areas), or simply “uninformed
choices” made by Low Agility
companies.
What is clear is that most companies
agree they would invest in the following
top areas:
 Employee Engagement and
Communications (51%)
 Manpower Planning and
Optimisation (35%)
 Organisation Culture and Values
(32%)
 Training and Development (29%)
 Next Generation Leadership (25%)

Figure 9: Comparing HC Areas Companies have indicated they would Invest in in the
Future
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Stage 2 Key Findings on Leadership
Traits & Behaviours
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Table 10: Key findings on Leadership Traits and Behaviours

% of High
Agility
companies
that
indicated

% of
Moderate
Agility
companies
that
indicated

% of Low
Agility
companies
that
indicated

Composure under crisis

76%

60%

27%

+49%

Decisiveness in ambiguity

72%

64%

27%

+45%

Humility and empathy

64%

60%

27%

+37%

Instilling trust

68%

56%

20%

+48%

Greater collaboration
with employees and
partners

68%

56%

33%

+35%

Balance short- and longterm priorities

56%

52%

20%

+36%

Greater engagement with
customers

52%

40%

20%

+32%

Data-driven decisions

28%

44%

40%

-12%

% difference
(High Agility –
Low Agility)

Stage 2 Key Findings on Leadership
Traits & Behaviours

How did leadership traits differ across
our comparison groups?
We observe a large percentage
difference between High Agility and
Low Agility companies on the top
leadership traits and behaviours – this
acts as an important indication that
leadership
“quality”
is
a
key
differentiator.
A significantly higher percentage of
High
Agility
companies
choose
‘Composure under crisis’, ‘Decisiveness
in ambiguity’, ‘Humility and Empathy’,
‘Instilling Trust’ and ‘Balance Shortand long-term priorities’ compared to
Low Agility companies.
 Both High and Moderate Agility
companies selected the same top 5
leadership traits and behaviours
 Fewer companies with Low Agility
selected ‘Instilling Trust’ as a key trait
 Fewer companies with High Agility
selected ‘data-driven decisions’
than both Moderate and Low Agility
companies

(A) The Importance of Instilling Trust
In explaining why the low score for
‘Instilling Trust’ affects a company’s
agility, we see that during times of
uncertainty, people need to believe in
their leadership (capability and/or
character) to move forward together in
confidence.
When asked about the most impactful
investments that paid dividends during
Covid and helped Keystone Cable
remain resilient and agile as an
organisation, Pearl Yu shared these four
key areas:
(i) Adopting a transparent
performance management
process
(ii) Designing career pathways that
creates upward mobility
(iii) Cultivating a culture of trust and
openness
(iv) Upskilling employees

“Trust is the key enabler that
influences the effectiveness of
communications
and
engagement during this period.
Building employee trust helped
tremendously in Keystone’s Covid
crisis response as employees were
engaged
and
supportive
throughout the period.”
Pearl Yu,
Business Leader of Keystone Cable
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Stage 2 Key Findings on Leadership
Traits & Behaviours

(B) Decision-Making
Normal

in

the

New

In explaining why fewer High Agility
companies
selected
‘data-driven
decisions’ as a critical leadership trait,
we see this as an ability for agile
leaders to make decisions in the
absence of data during an ambiguous
period.
To get through a crisis, organisations
might not be able to rely on their wellestablished decision-making tools and
models. Tools like AI, machine learning,
and predictive models won’t be able
to function exactly as designed in this
new normal, because they will be
based on historic precedence in a time
where everything will be different in
unprecedented ways4.
Another possible explanation is the
flatter decision-making structures many
companies have adopted in crisis
mode, which are faster and more
flexible than traditional ones.
Many routine decisions that used to go

4

up the chain of command are being
decided much lower in the hierarchy,
to good effect.
“As
Leaders,
we
had
to
make
quicker decisions. We
empowered employees closest to
customers to make decisions
regarding sourcing and marketing
of products. This paid off as we
observed a 700% increase in
online sales during Covid”.

Jamie Lim,
CEO of Scanteak (Singapore)

Singhal, S., & Sneader, K. (2020, May 15). From thinking about the next normal to making it work: What to stop, start, and accelerate.
Retrieved from McKinsey & Co: https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/leadership/from-thinking-about-the-next-normal-tomaking-it-work-what-to-stop-start-and-accelerate
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Stage 2 Key Findings on Leadership
in Middle and Junior Levels

What did the crisis reveal about the
organisation’s leadership capability
and readiness for the future?
 A large majority of all companies
indicated that they either ‘Strongly
Agree’ or ‘Agree’ that their Senior
Leaders were prepared to deal with
the crisis
 A greater number of Moderate and
High Agility companies indicated
that
(a) Middle Management/Junior
Leaders performed better
than expected
(b) Unexpected Leaders were
discovered through the crisis

employees
with
more
learning
opportunities, as well as create a
culture of cross-sharing. That has
contributed to a more unified,
committed and engaged workforce.
Similarly, CEO of Omni-plus shared…
“Human Capital has always been
the primary focus since we started
this business – if we take care of
our people, they will take care of
the business. This shows through
our high retention rate. So far, this
has helped us to “weather the
storm” with agility.”

 There
is
significant
correlation
between agility and (i) better
performing middle management
and
junior
leaders,
and
(ii)
unexpected discovery of leaders.
These findings align with our discussions
with business leaders in Stage 1. All
business leaders we spoke to have
prioritised development of leaders
across all levels.
Keystone
Cable,
for
instance,
established an Academy in 2013 to
expose junior and middle-level

Marcus Neo,
CEO of Omni-plus
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Stage 2 Key Findings on Leadership
in Middle and Junior Levels
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Table 11: Comparing Organisational Leadership Capability and Readiness for the
Future
% of High
Agility
companies
that
indicated

% of
Moderate
Agility
companies
that
indicated

% of Low
Agility
companies
that
indicated

% difference

Senior leaders were
prepared to deal with
the crisis.

80%

64%

73%

+7%

Middle management /
junior leaders
performed better than
expected and
responded effectively
to changes in the
business environment.

92%

80%

33%

+59%

Unexpected leaders
that responded
effectively to the crisis
were discovered.

68%

44%

13%

+55%

Stage 2 Key Findings on Leadership
in Middle and Junior Levels
An updated model of Leadership
In explaining how leadership capability
seems to be more prevalent across
High Agility companies, it can be
inferred that leadership is a capability
rather than a positional decree.
In High Agility companies, staff at every
level can increase their leadership
abilities and be expected to take
charge within their sphere of influence,
sometimes
even
beyond
their
immediate scope of work. Unexpected
leadership is such because people rise
beyond their ‘normal responsibilities’
when the occasion requires it of them;
a situation must often be presented to
uncover budding leaders through their
actions.
Culture and Leadership as
requisites for Agile Organisations

Pre-

A leadership team hoping to build a
more agile and resilient organisation
needs to instill agile values and
principles throughout the organisation,
across all levels.
This is why Bosch’s leaders developed
new
leadership
principles
and
cascaded
them
throughout
the
company when they started their
agility journey, to ensure that everyone
understood that things would be
different and that agile would be at
the centre of the company’s culture5.

How do we develop Agile Leaders
across all levels?
We asked business leaders this
question; and most of them started
with identifying the competencies
associated with agility.
Identify and Reward:
To develop agile leaders across an
organisation, executives must elevate
employees who demonstrate the
competencies
associated
with effective leadership: ownership
mentality, a strong orientation toward
results, a willingness to seek different
perspectives, a self-starter.
Invest in Leadership Development:
Organisations embracing a more agile
way of doing things usually start the
journey with training and development.
It is important to note that investment in
training and development would need
to include, in addition to skills training,
leadership development (especially in
middle ranks) to raise leadership
‘bench
strength’
and
overall
organisational capabilities to lead.
Define what a Culture Fit looks like:
The CHRO of a multi-national financial
service institute we interviewed shared
that they revamped their talent
acquisition
processes
to
include
psychological
assessments
and
behavioural interview questions to
discern if candidates will be a right fit
for the innovative culture of the
organisation.
Create Mobility for Talents:
Processes for mobility and cross-training
is also a priority, exposing talents to
new problems, new people and new
situations.

5Noble, A., Sutherland, J., & Rigby, D. K. (2018, May - June). Agile at Scale. Retrieved from Harvard Business Review:
https://hbr.org/2018/05/agile-at-scale
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Summary of Key Findings
Our strategic interviews with 7 business leaders and survey of 65 companies across
industries gleaned the following findings and recommendations:
1)
1 When it comes to Agility, size does
not matter

4)
4 Leadership is a Pre-requisite for
Agility

 Organisations, big or small, have
shown agility to respond and
manage in a crisis.

• A
critical
leadership
trait
observed
by
High
Agility
companies compared to Low
Agility Companies is “Instilling
Trust” (68% vs 20%)
• “Data-driven decisions” is ranked
a lower leadership trait for High
Agility companies compared to
Low Agility companies (28% vs
40%)

2 Agile organisations invest in a
2)
broader spectrum of Human Capital
areas.

3)
3 As compared with Low Agility
companies, more companies with
High Agility invested in these 5
areas:
• Transparent & Outcome-Based
Performance Management
Processes (44% vs. 20%)
• Competitive & Equitable
Compensation (36% vs. 13%
• Strong Employee Proposition
(32% vs 7%)
• Next Generation Leadership
(32% vs. 7%)
• Career Pathways for Employee
Growth (28% vs. 7%)

5 In a Crisis, Middle Management and
5)
Junior Leaders play a crucial role

• 92% of High Agility Companies
observed
that
middle
management and junior leaders
performed better than expected
(92% vs 33%)
• 68% of High Agility Companies
observed unexpected leaders
who responded to the crisis
effectively, compared to 13%
from Low Agility Companies
6)
6 On hindsight, most companies
indicated that they would focus
more time and resources on
Succession Planning.
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Recommendations
Our recommendations to cultivate more agile and resilient organisations can be
categorised into four areas:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Creating structures that support both discipline as well as agility
Developing leaders across all levels who can instil trust and empower teams
Adopting processes for talent management, and
Creating an awareness of agile principles.

Structure

Leadership

 Flatter organisations removing
reporting complexity and
approval layers

 Leaders with traits that
demonstrate composure
under pressure, humility and
empathy and instilling trust

 Multi-disciplinary teams
working together for specific
mission outcomes

 Skilled leaders who are
decisive in ambiguity,
collaborative with employees
and partners, empower, and
can balance short- and longterm priorities

 Decision-making processes
that are simple and built for
speed
 Strong cultures that emphasise
learning, experimentation and
creativity

Agility

Processes
 Strong EVP to attract and
retain
the best talent available
 Next Generation Leadership
investments to build up ‘bench
strength’
 Transparent, outcome-based
Performance Management
 Competitive and Equitable
compensation
 Career Pathways for Employee
Growth and progress within the
organisation

Principles
 A shift from Efficiency to Agility.
To de-risk our organisations
from shocks in a future fraught
with disruption, there is a need
to build agile capabilities
 Leadership is a capability
where employees at all levels
(especially middle
management) have access to
leadership opportunities
 Lead, but structure must follow.
Agile organisations invest in
both levers concurrently or
transformation will stall
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Conclusion
The lessons from Covid-19 are hardwon and costly. We are reminded that
our world is one of constant disruption.
Many businesses will take years to
rebuild, and who knows if their efforts
will be disrupted mid-progress. Yet,
these are the lucky ones.
A shift from efficiency to agility
In a stable environment, one should
optimise.
Efficiency
and
profit
maximisation
is
possible,
even
expected. In a highly Volatile,
Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous
(VUCA) environment, these pursuits
become high risk as it creates a
specialised organisation with narrow
capabilities.
The logical strategy to survive and
thrive is therefore to transform into agile
organisations, i.e. to develop the
capabilities to constantly perceive
changes in the environment, to learn
and anticipate with speed.
Lead, but structure must follow
We need to obsess about leadership
quality across all levels. We need
leaders that have empathy, who
empower and partner to win.
We also need to invest in human
capital assets that enable this new way
of working. We need adaptive
structures and policies that promote
trusting,
multi-disciplinary
teams;
decentralised control and decisionmaking speed; and strong cultures that
emphasie
self-directed
learning,
creativity, and collaboration.

Final Word: From Agile to Anti-fragile
Organisations should no longer aspire
to be “well-oiled machines” that “run
like clock-work”. When a crisis like the
pandemic throws a wrench in this
complicated machinery, it breaks.
Modern organisations
should be
thought of as living organisms that
need constant tending to grow strong,
self-repair and multiply. This is where the
crucial partnership between the
business and the HR function must be
forged – one cannot exist without the
other.
Perhaps Nassim Taleb provides us the
best advice for building better
organisations – depriving systems of
vital stressors is not necessarily a good
thing and can be downright harmful.
Like living things, organisations should in
fact benefit from shocks, just as lifting
weights increases one’s muscle mass.
Anti-fragile is in fact agile getting
stronger with every crisis. Instead of
helping organisations achieve rapid
growth and scale (solving a one-time
problem
on
their
behalf
with
consultants), we need to first focus on
creating anti-fragile organisations by
editing
agile
leadership
and
progressive HC capabilities in their
“DNA”.
Then all we need to do is expose them
to increasingly higher stressors to solve
their own problems and grow stronger
and improve with every challenge.
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What’s Next?
To start your journey towards building an even more agile and resilient organisation,
a good first step is to assess your current level of agility, where the organisation
needs to go, and the organisation’s current state in terms of Structure, Processes,
and Leadership capabilities.
What can I do?

Business Leaders
•

•

Get advisory support on
how to leverage Human
Capital
to
achieve
business outcomes
Sponsor human capital
interventions to improve
agility in your organization

HR Professionals
•

•

•

Seek management support to
assess how adopting certain
Human Capital practices can
enhance business outcomes
Use
the
Human
Capital
Diagnostic Tool to obtain
industry benchmarks, current
sentiments
on
employee
experience and identify key
areas to improve and invest in
Explore the programmes and
grants
offered
by
the
government to help you
embark on your human capital
interventions

Contact our advisors now to have a deeper conversation:
• IHRP: Engage in a complimentary one-to-one advisory session at
https://www.ihrp.sg/human-capital-diagnostic-tool/
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Summary of Findings from In-Depth Interviews with Business Leaders
Based on our interviews with business leaders, we identified the 4 key things
companies are doing to leverage on their human capital and accelerate through
the turn.

Reinventing jobs,
organisations
and leadership
styles

1

Accelerating
technology
investments to
liberate how
they collaborate

2

Shifting the way
they hire, reskill
and leverage
their workforce

3

Doubling down
on culture
building and
employee
engagement

4

Companies that participated in Stage 1 In-depth Interviews

*The seventh, a multinational company in the financial services industry, has chosen to remain anonymous
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #1:
CULTIVATING THE RIGHT CULTURE FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
Peter Trucker famously said, “Culture eats Strategy for Breakfast”. In 2017,
HBR did a study on 230 organisations and 25,000 employees,
demonstrating that a strong strategy requires the right organisation
culture to fulfill its missions and goals.
Eager to see how culture can impact an organisation’s performance, we
approached a Financial Services Industry who embarked on a Culture
Transformation journey four years ago.
It was 2016, the organisation’s market share had plummeted, there was
brimming dissatisfaction amongst employees within the organisation over
long working hours, a hierarchical work culture and declining bonuses,
amongst others. Previously a powerhouse in the region, the company
had also lost two major partnership contracts to their competitors.
How did the organisation re-group and cultivate the right culture for
performance?

What was the vision of the CEO when he took over? How did he engage
and galvanise people on the ground to buy-in to the vision?
CHRO: I think what made the Culture Transformation stick was the
bottom-up approach we took. Our CEO called for an immediate
diagnostic of the existing culture – the facts were hard to ignore. People
were unhappy, attrition was high and we were not performing. The top
team was aligned that something had to be done. We wanted to hear
the feedback from people on-the-ground – what kind of culture would
they want to make working here fulfilling and enjoyable? Once we had
those key elements, they became a building block for our culture. People
were bought in because they contributed to the Vision.
As you executed the plan, what were the critical Human Capital
processes that helped to concretise the intangible phenomenon called
culture?
CHRO: We distilled culture into key behaviours and we as an organisation
needed to measure and reward these behaviours. Performance
appraisal was overhauled – leaders at each level would have
accountability of varying percentages based on these culture
behaviours that we wanted to role model. The CEO would be evaluated
say 70% based on these elements, and top team 60%, line managers 40%.
We took a risk there – our KPIs as leaders changed.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #1:
CULTIVATING THE RIGHT CULTURE FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
How did that turn out? What kind of impact did you observe?
CHRO: Once that was implemented, it shaped behaviours and the way
people worked together. A simple example - if you want an agile
organisation, you got to start giving more empowerment and autonomy
to our line managers. We increased their approval limits so they could
make quicker decisions. There were guidelines and caveats, but you get
my drift – processes and structures need to reflect your culture. Our CEO
empowered a team of middle managers to design our new office. There
were no rooms for leaders. We hot desk and float around – no physical
demarcations of hierarchy or power here.
How did you measure the impact on people?
CHRO: Every three months, we have a pulse barometer, based on the
culture behaviours we prioritised. That acts as a feedback mechanism
that allows us to pause, reflect, regroup. We also have a metric to
measure employer branding – we moved from a few hundred notches up
in the “Best place to work” survey since our culture journey.
How is the impact on performance?
CHRO: Our productivity, engagement and employee satisfaction has
improved tremendously since we first begun. When you have a group of
people who agree on a shared goal and how we want to work together,
performance is enhanced. I must say it also helps with our talent
attraction - we are now attracting people who are culture carriers and
who are ignited by our declared purpose and goals.
What is one advise you would share with leaders who are trying to define
and cultivate the right culture for performance?
CHRO: Adopt a co-creation approach for greater commitment,
galvanise your people through communication and engagement,
consistently align systems, processes, and structures to fit your desired
culture.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #2: FarEastFlora.com
ALIGNING PEOPLE STRATEGY WITH BUSINESS GROWTH

Leading Through Covid-19
Covid-19 has accelerated the impetus to move the digital agenda more
powerfully than any leader or government incentive can. Is a digital
mandate sufficient for organisations to respond to this crisis with agility
and success? Through our discussions with business leaders, we observed
that organisations who have invested in the human element along with
digitalisation are more equipped to adapt, respond and accelerate
through the turn. In this five-part series, we speak to business leaders who
have invested in human capital and seen it pay dividends during times of
crisis.

FarEastFlora.com
FarEastFlora.com started out as a little van that went around Singapore
selling eggs and flowers in the 1960s. When Ryan became the Managing
Director in 1999, he proposed starting an online store to expand the
company’s reach. Now, FarEastFlora.com has presence in Malaysia and
Hong Kong, offering over 1,000 products that can be shipped to over 140
countries worldwide. If you have an Instagram account, you might have
seen your friends post beautiful flowers from Freshblooms, Singapore’s
best floral subscription box service. I got myself a subscription and
caught up with Ryan Chioh and See Pei San, the Managing Director and
General Manager of FarEastFlora.com.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #2: FarEastFlora.com
ALIGNING PEOPLE STRATEGY WITH BUSINESS GROWTH
What were some of the investments made when it comes to Human
Capital in the last 3-5 years, that helped employees stay motivated and
engaged during this period?
Pei San: “A few years ago we completed the Human Capital Diagnostic
Tool and it was a really helpful snapshot in that time. Thanks to the
diagnostic process, we realised you can have all the digital components
in place, but you need to build a strong organisation culture to support
the business vision”.
What kind of impact did these investments create for FarEastFlora.com?
Ryan: “We worked with a business advisor for a year and had a lot of
exposure on how to cultivate the kind of culture we desired. We
recognised a need for a more objective, transparent, integrated
performance appraisal process that was linked to business outcomes and
to the values and behaviours we wanted as an organisation. These were
then integrated into our performance appraisal and feedback process.
What we noticed was that people were more motivated to put in the
work because they knew it had a direct correlation to the rewards
system”.
Pei San: “One of the things that really helped us when all of us had to
work from home, was how we were able to lean in to the values that we
stood for. One of our values is to listen and learn sincerely to foster
continuous improvement – between the various levels of leadership in our
organisation where there is very low power distance. Open
communication is put into practice – it is ok for you to disagree with me,
anyone from the ground can bring something up and we can have a
debate. There is no blame culture and I will not fault my team for
bringing problems to my table. This helped us to be more responsive to
customers’ demands on the ground. This also helped in closing the gap
between leaders designing the strategy and people executing the
strategy. This also helped me get a pulse check on how our employees
were doing”.
What is one advice you would share with organisations right now?
Pei San: “I think it is even more important now to stay close to the
organisation's heartbeat. All managers that we hired care deeply about
their people and this helps us to do our work well. Defining and
articulating our culture has helped us to stay anchored to who we are, in
times of crisis”.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #3: ScanTeak Singapore
BUILDING TRANSFORMATION CAPABILITIES

Leading Through Covid-19
When Singapore was in Circuit Breaker for about 2.5 months, all retail
stores had to shut down. For Scanteak, that was 12 stores in total. When
we reached out to Jamie Lim, the CEO of Scanteak Singapore in May,
we were impressed with how her leadership and pre-crisis preparedness
helped her team to adapt and respond quickly to the crisis.

ScanTeak Singapore
Started back in 1988, Scanteak is one of the top furniture retailers in Asia,
with over more than 100 locations worldwide. Known for their brand
culture ‘Feel at home’ – Scanteak’s branding philosophy is all about trust
and value, and carries a promise about their high standards. I have read
a lot about Jamie’s relentless drive to transform the business to go digital.
I was excited to hear her perspectives about preparing an organisation
for transformation, amid a crisis like Covid.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #3: ScanTeak Singapore
BUILDING TRANSFORMATION CAPABILITIES
You started Scanteak’s digitalisation journey when you took over the
business back in 2004, and you famously said that family businesses
need to ‘change or die’. How have some of these business investments
paid dividends in times of Covid?
Jamie: “Yes, every business leader must drive transformation in the face
of disruption or risk losing market relevance. In the past two years, we
invested heavily in our online platform and have seen almost 700%
increase in online sales through this period. I am very grateful that we
have built up capabilities in an omni-channel approach, educating both
ourselves as well as our consumers in this new business model”.
That increase in sales is very encouraging. How do you help your people
stay agile, adapt and pivot quickly in these ever-changing
environments?
Jamie: "I got to say my people have the agility mentality. I would like to
think we hired the right people and we placed them on the right job. A
few years ago, we started aligning our people strategy to business
outcomes. If we wanted to achieve results, we needed to consider what
kind of people to hire; what competencies would they need to have and
how would we reward them? Hence, we worked with some consultants
to develop a competency-based model for hiring and evaluating talent.
That has worked well for us and added a lot of structure and
transparency.
Another thing is a culture of empowerment on the ground – in our EXCO
meetings, my Directors and I try to speak only 30% of the time and allow
people on the ground to speak up 70% of the time. They bring to the
table what problems the different departments are facing and then I can
help. We lead from the back this way and my Directors and Managers all
have people responsibilities – they take on the extended HR role for their
people. HR does not lie only with the person with HR in their title. The
middle leaders also have that responsibility“.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #4: Keystone Cable
TRUST: THE FOUNDATION FOR TRANSFORMING AN ORGANISATION

The Currency of Trust
In a survey conducted by PwC, 49% out of 3000 CEOs indicated that a
lack of trust within the organisation hinders organisation growth. In
companies where high trust levels have been established, employees
report 74% less stress, 50% higher productivity, 13% fewer sick days, 76%
more engagement and 29% more satisfaction with their lives. In this
climate of uncertainty, how do organisations go about cultivating trust?
We speak to Keystone’s HR and Marketing Director Pearl Yu, to find out
more.

Keystone Cable
Keystone is a 130-strong privately owned cable manufacturer in
Singapore with a regional presence. Keystone started as a manufacturer
of low voltage power cables for the building industry. Over the past 30
years, Keystone has expanded into cables for infrastructure, data
communications, smart city and industrial sectors – in line with both
domestic and global trends.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #4: Keystone Cable
TRUST: THE FOUNDATION FOR TRANSFORMING AN ORGANISATION
As a 2nd generation leader, what were some of the challenges you
faced leading the Family business?
Pearl: "As we continue to push our boundaries to operate in this dynamic
environment – diversifying our products and expanding our markets for
long-term sustainable growth, one of the key challenges faced was to
ensure that our people had the right skillsets and mindsets to not only
perform for today, but also transform our business in the future".
You were one of the first advocates for leveraging on Human Capital to
achieve business success. Keystone also embarked on the Human
Capital Diagnostic Tool (HCDT) a few years back. What were some of the
biggest takeaways you gleaned from that experience?
Pearl: "Human capital development is a journey. Since our first HCDT, we
have implemented many changes but there are still a lot more that we
want to work on. I believe that HCDT is not just a diagnostic tool on
where you are at, but it is also an educational tool that helps to advise
your human capital development journey by highlighting priorities to
improve on to achieve results. We received a comprehensive diagnosis,
or “health check”, of our organisation’s strengths and gaps.
We then worked closely with our consultants from Korn Ferry to identify
priority areas to work on that would make the most strategic impact. We
managed to implement some of the low-hanging fruits right away but
there were others that took a while to change, like organisation structure
redesign. However, the benefits that we received from the HCDT and the
consultation after, lasted us a while".
What were some of the best practices you adopted and what was the
impact?
Pearl: "One of the most impactful things that we did was to align our
mindset to our values, desired culture, and people philosophy. To
transform an organisation, we believe in developing people and
providing them with career mobility. Out of the 11 Human Capital areas
in the tool, we focused on four things – (i) Adopting a transparent
performance management process, (ii) Designing career pathways that
create upward mobility (iii) Cultivating a culture of trust and openness
(iv) Upskilling our employees – we established Keystone Academy in 2013
to expose our staff to more learning opportunities through cross-sharing
and cross-departmental projects. What we have now is a more unified,
committed and engaged workforce".
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #4: Keystone Cable
TRUST: THE FOUNDATION FOR TRANSFORMING AN ORGANISATION
What do you think is one thing that helped Keystone remain agile during
this crisis?
Pearl: "I think trust is the key enabler that influences the effectiveness of
communications and engagement during this period. Building employee
trust helped tremendously in Keystone’s Covid crisis response as
employees were engaged and supportive throughout the period. I must
say that we relied a lot on our middle managers to create and execute
the business continuity plan. It was a very bottom-up and consultative
approach – our leaders were committed, responsible and trust was there.
Two thirds of our employees did not have emails so instead of relying on
the notice boards as we did in the past, we switched to WhatsApp to
disseminate official notices so that messages were relayed in real-time to
our workforce".
What was done to manage the fear that people had?
Pearl: "When we communicated the situation and manpower plans to
the ground, we ensured that all messages were sent out with a formal
template, so that people knew it cascaded from the management and
have clarity on the latest updates. We also showed our care with weekly
fresh fruit baskets for our workers in dorms, who were all cooped up with
no recreational activities. During Circuit Breaker, we also conducted
weekly trainings by different in-house trainers on Zoom and opened it to
the entire company so that people could feel connected and continued
to learn. I am very thankful for the unity and responsibility our people
have shown in this period".
What is one advice you have for other organisations when it comes to
transforming their business?
Pearl: "I think developing agility in your leadership team is very key and
agility is not the same as adaptability. Agility is more about playing
offence, anticipating changes and leveraging on it. To do that, we as
business leaders, need to look at enabling tools to develop and upskill
our people. I think the HCDT tool is a great start as a catalyst for those
conversations".
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #5: UPS
INSPIRATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN TIMES OF CRISIS

Leading Through Covid-19
When the pandemic struck, the world of logistics was turned upside down. With
unprecedented border closures and disruption to air, sea and even ground
freight, UPS responded nimbly to reestablish the connections that held global
trade together.
Internally, the company’s leadership pivoted just as quickly to manage its
workforce, network and operations so as to ensure that its employees could
continue to work safely to deliver critically needed supplies during this
challenging period.
We speak with UPS’s APAC VP of Human Resources, Tanie Eio to find out how
leaders have an outsized role as a stabiliser during a crisis like this, and lessons we
can glean from this pandemic.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #5: UPS
INSPIRATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN TIMES OF CRISIS
You have also been through SARs back in 2009. When Covid-19 hit, what were
some of the leadership behaviours that helped UPS navigate this uncertainty with
more efficiency and agility?
Tanie: “I think every crisis is a test of leadership. I believe communication was key
for us – it was important to balance timely communication with providing
information that is actually accurate and helpful. At UPS, the health and safety of
our employees, our customers and the communities we operate in, are of utmost
importance. Our leaders communicated sensitively about policies, procedures,
and operational changes, and in a personal, ‘human’ way that allowed our
employees to feel safe in a time of fear and uncertainty.
Once communication was established, we stepped up on engagement. Every
week we had around two to three APAC wide communications to help
employees to understand the hygiene protocols, and preventive measures that
we were taking in our offices and facilities across APAC. With a large part of our
employees telecommuting, we started a weekly newsletter titled “We Are With
You” to engage with them. We provided general tips on working from home and
invited employees to share pictures of their home work spaces, their new ‘work
buddies’ and how they are coping with working from home, especially parents
with children to care for during the lockdowns. Eventually, it became a safe
space for us to connect and remind each other that we’re not alone in this
crisis”.
What were some of the philosophies in UPS’s People Strategy that helped during
times of Covid-19?
Tanie: "I believe an organisation’s culture and leadership are very important – at
UPS, our daily decisions are always guided by our corporate values, mission, and
strategy statements. Two of our corporate values are at the core of what we
have done during this crisis:
•
•

Teamwork – Determined people working together can accomplish anything
Safety – The well-being of our people, business partners, and the public is of
utmost importance

As leaders, we strive to inspire these values in everything that we do, and the
outcome is that we have seen so many of our employees band together during
this challenging time to go above and beyond for our customers. Both at the
frontline and behind the scenes, we hear stories of our heroic employees who
work tirelessly to ensure we continue to deliver to our customers and
communities. These are the stories that make me proud that we lead a team of
people who are truly doing whatever it takes.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #5: UPS
INSPIRATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN TIMES OF CRISIS

After all, UPS is a global leading logistics company. In times of crisis, we are the
ones that are called to move things, and to move them fast. We are used to
being nimble and have responded to many situations – hurricanes, floods,
volcanic eruptions and even in this unprecedented situation I’m proud that our
people have risen to the occasion.
In the first quarter of the year, even as the pandemic negatively impacted many
businesses, UPS pushed forward with a salary increment for our employees in
APAC. This was one of the many ways we showed appreciation for our people,
and to give recognition for their hard work and determination”.
UPS completed the Human Capital Diagnostic sometime last year. How was your
experience of it and would you recommend it to other organisations?
Tanie: “The Human Capital Diagnostic Tool was an interesting experience for us –
it enabled us to quantify things that are usually intangible, like Human Capital
processes. It allowed us to gain insights to the perception of our people and how
they experience UPS as internal stakeholders. I would recommend it to all
organisations. If you are a large organisation like UPS, you can also use it as a
yardstick to track the progress of your transformation journey”.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #5: UPS
INSPIRATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN TIMES OF CRISIS
What is your advice to other business owners out there with respect to navigating
through this crisis?
Tanie: “From a human resources perspective, the crisis has definitely redefined
how we can engage, retain and develop our employees. I think it is important for
any business to continue adapting to the new norm, and to look into how to
continually invest meaningful in human capital.
From a business perspective, having a dedicated, cross-functional crisis team set
up is pivotal for crisis preparedness. It is critical to consider how decisions will be
made, how information will flow, and ensure that every member of the crisis
response team understands the role he or she plays. It is not possible to truly
anticipate when a crisis will strike, or the severity of any crisis – but having a team
that can be activated on cue, gives you a head start”.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #6: Omni-Plus System
RESETTING FOR GROWTH: INVESTING IN HUMAN CAPITAL

Leading Through Covid-19 and Resetting for Growth
In the last episode of this series, we chat with the CEO of Omni-Plus
System (OPS), Marcus Neo and his son Daryl, to learn about their
leadership philosophy and how OPS is resetting for growth through
investments in Human Capital. Marcus poetically summed up his
learnings as a leader with a Chinese idiom that stuck with us – “居安思危”
– to be prepared for danger, even during peacetime.
Started back in 2002 right before SARS, Omni-Plus System (OPS) is no
stranger to seizing opportunities in times of crisis. Lessons learnt from SARS
laid the foundation for OPS to emphasise the need for a learning
organisation that is prepared and agile to respond to the disruptions of
Covid-19.

Omni-Plus System
OPS is a large, local materials engineering company, with presence
across 8 countries in Southeast Asia and China. They work with upstream
suppliers, partners and customers to provide end-to-end solutions on
Engineering Plastics, Technical Consultancy, Product Development and
Specifications mainly for MNC clients in the technology sector.
Identified as a high-growth and rapidly expanding company by
Enterprise Singapore’s Scale Up Programme, OPS consistently invests in
their digital infrastructure and Human Capital to become leaders of the
industry. This has not only prepared them to respond to Covid-19 with
agility but also enabled them to reset for growth.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #6: Omni-Plus System
RESETTING FOR GROWTH: INVESTING IN HUMAN CAPITAL
When Covid-19 hit, how did supply chain disruptions affect Omni-Plus
System’s regional operations?
Marcus: “Covid-19 was a golden opportunity that enabled us to pause
and reflect on what would give OPS a competitive advantage in the
future. With the push for remote working, we also realised that we
needed to accelerate our digital transformation. To expand and grow,
we must address some gaps and invest even more in the infrastructure to
support our business and Human Capital. For instance, knowledge
management – this needs to be systemised to reach people more
effectively, instead of relying on specific personnel. This is especially
crucial as our operations are spread across 8 countries.
Reskilling and upskilling our Human Capital through building a learning
organisation has always been our key priority but we need to accelerate
the process and make it more structured. Moving forward, to continue to
reset for growth and seize opportunities in a (hopefully) stabilising
market, we will be focusing our resources on conducting deeper training
needs analysis to identify critical skillsets and capabilities to ensure our
workforce is fit-for-future”.
What is the culture of Omni-Plus System like? How has it helped the
organisation during this crisis?
Marcus: “Human Capital has always been the primary focus since we
started this business – if we take care of our people, they will take care of
the business. This shows through our high retention rate. So far, this has
helped us to “weather the storm” with agility. To emerge stronger in the
post-Covid environment, two main areas of our culture are critical.
First, communication and engagement with our employees is key. During
a crisis, the situation can be ambiguous and confusing. My role as a
leader is to absorb the noise and sense make. I akin it to the army,
leaders need a strong marching order: one leader, one voice, one
mission. That is how we stay united and move as one. At the same time,
our leaders engage employees by keeping a two-way communication
channel. We are open for feedback or concerns. We remain flexible,
address individual needs and take on a more caring leadership
approach during the crisis.
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INSPIRATIONAL STORY #6: Omni-Plus System
RESETTING FOR GROWTH: INVESTING IN HUMAN CAPITAL
Second, we believe in consistent investments in organisation-wide
learning. We look outwards to work with institutions like A*Star and
Yamagata University for internships to groom prospective talent through
cross-functional, end-to-end projects. Our new hires in the Data Scientist
position also go through an 18- month structured training programme to
equip them for the job. Mobility options are also provided for our young
leaders to build up their regional exposure across our business operations.
Through the Scale Up Programme, our senior management are also
exposed to overseas training and attachment opportunities. I firmly
believe in lifelong learning to stay relevant. I also set an example and
have taken up a PHD course in material science at Yamagata University
through this programme!”
What is your advice to other business owners out there with respect to
navigating through this crisis?
Marcus: “As long as you have the right leadership mindset and a strong
learning culture, a crisis can always be turned into an opportunity. Most
importantly, it is vital for leaders to “居安思危” – your organisation needs
to continuously and consistently improve, seek best practices from
external experts and invest in your Human Capital even during
peacetime to ensure that you are prepared to seize the opportunities
when they arise”.
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1. What is the name of your organisation?
2. What is your current role in the organisation?
3. What is your current role in the organisation?
4. What is the main industry of your business?
5. What is the size of your organisation in terms of number of employees?
6. What was the estimated revenue of your business before the Covid-19 crisis?
7. "In the current stage of the Covid-19 crisis, what is the estimated revenue of
your business as a percentage of your pre-crisis estimates? Please input in
numerics only (e.g. for 80% enter '80' only)".
8. Which of the following business scenarios is your organisation expecting in the
next 6 to 12 months?
•

Increase in revenue

•

Decrease in revenue

•

Maintain revenue

•

Prefer not to disclose

9. Which business priorities did your organisation invest in before Covid-19?
Please pick up to 3 priorities.
•

E-commerce adoption

•

Expansion in existing markets

•

Entry to new markets

•

Partnerships / licensing / franchising

•

Cost reduction

•

Value chain expansion / streamlining

•

Refresh of business model

•

Consolidation of business

•

Digitalisation and streamlining of work processes

•

Mergers and acquisitions

•

Branding / marketing

•

Product / service innovation programmes

•

Others (please specify)
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10. What actions did your organisation take in response to the Covid-19 crisis?
Please pick all that apply.
•

Redeployed affected workers to other critical business areas

•

Increased customer engagement and responsiveness

•

More empowerment of managers to make decisions

•

Enhanced training and development

•

Increased engagement / communications

•

Scenario planning for business

•

Redesigned work processes

•

Adopted digital tools to enhance collaboration

•

Introduced new business models (i.e. from dine in to take out)

•

Others (please specify)

11. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements with
respect to your organisation’s response to the Covid-19 crisis?
•

Compared to my peers, we have responded to the crisis with speed
and flexibility.

•

In the last 6 months, we have built new skills beyond our core
capabilities (e.g. digital marketing).

•

In the last 6 months, we have successfully used innovative and creative
approaches / technologies (e.g. virtual meetings / workshops).

12. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements on how
your organisation adapted to the way work is done during the Covid-19 crisis?
•

We engaged and co-created with our customers to gather user
perspectives.

•

We worked in multi-disciplinary teams across functions.

•

We communicated more frequently on a daily / weekly basis.

•

We experimented more by creating working prototypes to test our
product / service innovation ideas.

•

We relied heavily on adaptive scenario planning and consistently
reviewed our work plans.

•

We maintained a diverse workforce profile (local/foreign) which has
enabled us to better manage and respond to the crisis
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13. What human capital investments did your organisation make in the last 5
years that contributed to a better response to the Covid-19 crisis? Please pick
all that apply.

14.

•

Employee engagement and communications

•

Organisation culture and values

•

Manpower planning and optimisation

•

Technology for HR process efficiency

•

Next generation leadership

•

Training and development

•

Strong employee value proposition

•

Improved talent selection process

•

Transparent
processes

•

Competitive and equitable compensation

•

Global and regional mobility for talent

•

Career pathways for employee growth

•

Others (please specify)

and

outcome-based

performance

management

Knowing what you know today, where would you focus your time and
organisational resources? Please pick up to 3 areas.
•
Employee engagement and communications
•
Organisation culture and values
•
Manpower planning and optimisation
•
Technology for HR process efficiency
•
Next generation leadership
•
Training and development
•
Strong employee value proposition
•
Improved talent selection process
•
Transparent and outcome-based performance management
processes
•
Competitive and equitable compensation
•
Global and regional mobility for talent
•
Career pathways for employee growth
•
Others (please specify)
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15. What critical leadership traits helped your organisation be more agile in order
to take advantage of the Covid-19 crisis? Please pick all that apply.
•
Data-driven decisions
•
Decisiveness in ambiguity
•
Humility and empathy
•
Balance short- and long-term priorities
•
Greater engagement with customers
•
Greater collaboration with employees and partners
•
Composure under crisis
•
Instilling trust
•
Others (please specify)
16.

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements on
what the crisis revealed to you about your organisation’s leadership
capability and readiness for the future?
•
Senior leaders were prepared to deal with the crisis.
•
Middle management / junior leaders performed better than expected
and responded effectively to changes in the business environment.
•
Unexpected leaders that responded effectively to the crisis were
discovered.

17.

What key lessons did your organisation learn from the Covid-19 crisis?

18.

Have you taken the Human Capital Diagnostics Tool (HCDT) assessment
administered by IHRP?
•
Yes, within the last 12 months
•
Yes, more than 12 months ago
•
No, I have not taken it but I have heard of it
•
No, what is this?
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How are the 6 dimensions of agility related to organisational agility?
All 6 dimensions are significant predictors (p <.10) of organisation’s agility (as
expected since companies are categorised based on their mean scores). The
significance values are as such:
Significance of correlational analysis of the 6 dimensions of agility and
organisational agility
Significance Value
(* Significant)

1. We engaged and co-created with our customers to
gather user perspectives.

.014*

2. We communicated more frequently on a daily/weekly
basis

.017*

3. We experimented more by creating working prototypes to
test our product/service

.029*

4. We worked in multi-disciplinary teams across functions

.03*

5. We relied heavily on adaptive scenario planning and
consistently reviewed our work plans.

.07*

6. We maintained a diverse workforce profile (local/foreign)
which has enabled us to better manage and respond to
the crisis

.052*
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How are the leadership traits related to organisational agility?
The level of organisational agility is significantly correlated and associated with the
following leadership traits, as determined by correlational analyses and chisquared test of association:
Significance of statistical analysis of Leadership Traits and Organisational Agility
Significance Value
(*significant)

1. Composure under crisis

.001*

2. Decisiveness in ambiguity

.017*

3. Humility and empathy

.015*

4. Instilling trust

.004*

5. Balance short-and long-term priorities

.019*

6. Greater collaboration with employees and partners

.071*

7. Greater engagement with customers

.049*

8. Data-driven decisions

.548

Additionally, greater engagement with customers was found to be significantly
correlated with organisational agility as well, though not significantly associated.
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About the Human Capital Diagnostics Tool
 The HCDT is the national Human Capital diagnostic tool administered by IHRP
since January 2019, to help organisations gain valuable insights on their Human
Capital Maturity. It is a comprehensive and simple “health check” for
organisations of all sizes.
 Using insights from the HCDT, organisations can make informed human capital
decisions, such as where to invest their resources to continually drive greater value
to the business and its transformation efforts. The HCDT assessment can be done
successively to monitor progress.
 The HCDT uses a 4-stage maturity model to assess 11 Human Capital areas. Earlier
versions of the tool has been tested by more than 2000 companies since 2015.
 The latest evidence-based assessor-led version has more than 1000 companies in
the database.

Human Capital 4-Stage Maturity Model
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Human Capital Maturity Scores by Organisation Type and Revenue Size
 Human Capital Maturity generally increases with organisation size and revenue
size. Furthermore, from 2019 to 2020, organisations across sizes have improved
slightly in terms of their Human Capital Maturity, although Singapore’s average
remains the same.
Average HCDT Score by Organisation Type
Singapore Average: 1.9
2.7 2020
2.8 2019

Non-Profit

SME

1.9 2020
1.8 2019

LLC

2.4
2.3

2020
2019
2020
2019

2.6
2.4

MNC

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

Note: Non-Profit sample size is very small as compared to the rest with only 4 companies.

Average HCDT Score by Revenue Size
Singapore Average: 1.9
2.0
1.9

Less than 1 mil

1.8
1.7

1- 10 mil

1.9
1.9

10 - 100 mil

2020
2019
2020
2019
2020
2019

2.3
2.2

More than 100 mil

1.0

2.0

2020
2019
3.0

4.0

Note: Companies that did not disclose revenue were excluded.
Data is accurate as of 23rd September 2020.
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Top and Bottom Human Capital Process Areas for Local Organisations
 The top 5 process areas for all local organisations are as follows. The average
scores reveal the level of process maturity:
 HR Operations & Technology (O&T): At 2.3, Basic HR policies and processes
are in place, although there is some room for improvement in terms of its
comprehensiveness or process efficiency. Employee data is managed,
although without the use of software, e.g. HRMS, and there is some data
analysis on HR metrics to measure efficiency and cost.
 Talent Attraction (TA): At 2.2, companies have broad job descriptions,
recruitment processes and a basic selection criteria in place.
 Performance Management (PM): At 2.1, companies have a basic
performance appraisal process, with performance goals set. Performance
incentives are provided to better-performing employees. Some
performance coaching is done by supervisors, albeit on an ad hoc basis.
 Employee Engagement and Communications (E&C): Some employee
communications and engagement occurs, albeit on an irregular or
informal basis. The workplace is safe and conducive for employees.
 Strategic Workforce Planning (SWP): At 2.0, companies have an
organisation chart, and perform workforce projections to meet current
needs. Workforce planning is done infrequently.
 Conversely, the bottom 3 process areas generally have the following level of
maturity:
 Employee Value Proposition (EVP): At 1.5, companies may not have an
EVP, and may not conduct employer branding initiatives
 Talent Management (TM): At 1.6, mission critical roles have not been
formally identified. Talent identification is based on ‘gut feel’ and career
pathways have not been defined.
 Internationalisation (INT): At 1.7, companies with overseas operations are
still largely structured like a local company, and there is no clear plan for
internationalization. Mobility policies and processes have not been set.
Average Process Scores for all Local Organisations
Singapore Average: 1.9
HR O&T
TA
PM
E&C
SWP
L&D
OC
C&B
INT
TM
EVP

1.5
1.0

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.6
2.0

2.3
2.2
2.1
2.1
2.0

3.0

4.0
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Top and Bottom Human Capital Process Areas for Local Organisations (Continued)
 Average scores increased with size of organisation across all areas, indicating
that heavier investments were made in human capital by larger organisations.
Workforce size and size of HR function increased as well, which suggests 2 reasons
for higher human capital maturity – (1) Larger workforce size may necessitate
more structures and processes to be in place to manage people effectively, (2)
larger HR function could suggest that the company may have more specialised
capabilities in different areas, e.g. Talent Attraction, and more resources to
establish and review HR structures and processes.
 There were no process areas scoring above 3, indicating that on average,
comprehensive processes have not been established in many firms yet. This
reflects the level of priority and commitment that organisations and their leaders
place on human capital.
 What does this mean for companies? Human capital process areas are the
different levers that companies can use to attract, motivate, develop and retain
talent. By having the right talent, companies can deepen their capabilities and
achieve its business priorities. However, a top score on all process areas, while
desirable, is not necessary. Rather, companies should focus on key areas that
would maximise organisation impact. By leveraging the HCDT, companies may
receive recommendations on strategic human capital interventions that is
tailored to the growth stage of the business, and its priorities.

Distribution of Average Process Score by Organisation Type

SME

Avg: 1.9

HR O&T

LLC

MNC

Avg: 2.4
2.7

2.2

TA

2.1

PM

2.1

2.6

E&C

2.1

2.6

SWP

1.8

OC

1.8

C&B

1.6

TM

1.6

EVP

1.4

N Count: SME = 833, LLE = 49, MNC = 65

2.7
2.6
2.8

2.5
2.4
2.3

2.6
2.5
2.5

2.5

1.7

INT

2.8

2.5

2.0

L&D

Avg: 2.6

2.6

2.6
2.0
1.8

2.6
2.2
2.1

